2018 WeGO Traveling Show
WeGO and Artist Responsibilities Agreement
Responsibilities of WeGO
It shall be the responsibility of WeGO to 1) take-in and jury the show; 2) coordinate the hanging of the
show at each venue; and 3) to ship or transport the show items to each venue with the assistance of
local guilds and other volunteers. WeGO, the venue and local guilds shall provide publicity in each
community and may also provide an artist reception.
WeGO shall manage return shipping or delivery at the conclusion of the show, approximately January
1, 2019.
WeGO shall coordinate the sale of items at each venue. See specific procedures and requirements for
sales.
WeGO, hosting venues, local guilds and volunteers shall not be held liable for any damage or loss that
artwork may sustain during shipping, handling, hanging, transporting or display of the exhibit. All works
to be insured by the artist. WeGO will take responsible care handling each entry.
WeGO retains the right to exclude any pieces from the show that are incomplete in entry requirements
or that it deems inappropriate, unreasonably difficult to display or difficult or unsafe to transport.

Responsibilities of Artist
Complete all entry requirements for each item and ship COMPLETE in a single shipping. Incomplete
submittals may disqualify items for jurying and acceptance in the show.
The artist shall be responsible for insuring submitted items at the artist’s option.
The artist is responsible for pricing items for sale to take into consideration possible gallery commissions
of up to 40%. Once set, prices cannot be changed for the duration of the show.
The artist agrees to permit photographing of its work by WeGO, the show venues and the public who
come to view the exhibit.
The artist shall notify WeGO of any changes in address, telephone or email during the course of the
show. If WeGO is unable to make contact with the artist within 60 days of the end of the show, it will
dispose of the work as it deems advisable and appropriate.
Sales Procedures
Artists are encouraged, but not required, to list their entries for sale.
WeGO will provide information to artists concerning the show schedule and the procedures for handling
sales at each venue.
Each gallery will apply its own commission, if taken, to sales of items. If an item is sold, it shall be the
responsibility of the artist to pay the gallery’s commission’s where the piece is sold.
Sold items must remain with the exhibit until the tour concludes. The artist is responsible for the cost of
shipping or delivery to the purchaser.

